
Social Studies WV NEXT GENERATION STANDARDS 
 

FIFTH GRADE     

     
SS.5.C.1 illustrate rights, responsibilities, duties, & privileges of patriotic citizen      

SS.5.C.2 assume a role in a mock proceeding to acquire understanding of trial by jury     

SS.5.C.3 research how groups & institutions work to meet individual needs for the common good     

SS.5.C.4 compare functions of each level of government; apply to function set aside for citizens     

SS.5.C.5 simulate process of making a law at the state and national level     

SS.5.C.6 outline process in which amendments are made; interpret meaning, and apply      

SS.5.C.7 summarize provisions of Thirteenth, Fourteenth & Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution     

SS.5.E.1 investigate consumers & producers in US & apply to a real life event      

SS.5.E.2 explain supply & demand to historic & current economic situations in US     

SS.5.E.3 critique economic reasons for immigration & migration throughout US     

SS.5.E.4 assess resources of regions of US & world; impact on global economy     

SS.5.E.5 evaluate role of agriculture & industrialization on economic development of US     

SS.5.E.6 compare industrial North & agricultural South prior to Civil War     

SS.5.E.7 explain economic problems that forced former slaves to continue to live in servitude     

SS.5.E.8 compare economic and social effects of Reconstruction on different populations     

SS.5.E.9 explain social & economic effects of Westward Expansion on Native Americans     

SS.5.G.1 explain how aspects of the terrain affected westward travel & settlement     

SS.5.G.2 summarize significance of large-scale immigration & contributions of immigrants in 1900s     

SS.5.G.3 illustrate effects of settlement on environment of the West     

SS.5.G.4 measure distances in latitude & longitude; proximity to equator     

SS.5.G.5 locate, identify & compare major rivers, landforms, natural resources, regions, soil & deserts     

SS.5.G.6 compare & contrast regions of US; locate states;      

SS.5.G.7 identify characteristics & purposes of maps, globes, GIS & other geographic tools     

SS.5.G.8 read & interpret photographs, maps, globes, graphs, models & computer programs     

SS.5.G.9 display information on maps, globes, geographic models and in graphs, diagrams and charts      

SS.5.H.CL1.1 research roles & accomplishments of leaders of reform movements before & during Civil War     

SS.5.H.CL1.2 explain how specific events and issues led to the Civil War     

SS.5.H.CL1.3 summarize key battles, strategies & turning points of Civil War      

SS.5.H.CL1.4 compare roles & accomplishments of historic figures of the Civil War     

SS.5.H.CL1.5 explain impact of Civil War’s physical destruction on nation & people     

SS.5.H.CL2.1 explain effects of Abraham Lincoln’s assassination; goals of Reconstruction     

SS.5.H.CL2.2 characterize effects of Reconstruction on African Americans      

SS.5.H.CL3.1 illustrate how railroads affected development of the West     

SS.5.H.CL3.2 compare and contrast conflicts between various groups in the West     

SS.5.H.CL4.1 summarize key events & political leaders surrounding Spanish-American War; new territory     

SS.5.H.CL4.2 explain role played by US involvement in Latin America & Panama Canal     

SS.5.H.CL4.3 describe how need for new markets led to buildup of Navy & naval bases in Pacific     

SS.5.H.CL5.1 examine how Industrial Revolution was furthered by new inventions & technologies     

SS.5.H.CL5.2 identify prominent inventors & scientists of the period & summarize their discoveries     

SS.5.H.CL5.3 explain causes & effects of immigration & urbanization on economy in Industrial Revolution     

SS.5.WV.1 reconstruct economic, social & political history of WV through use of primary sources     

SS.5.WV.2 compare and contrast the roles and functions of the government     

SS.5.WV.3 take & defend a position why fulfilling one’s civic responsibility is important     

SS.5.WV.4 sequence the events that led to the formation of the state of West Virginia     

SS.5.WV.5 identify & explain historical experiences & geographical, social & economic factors shaping WV     

SS.5.WV.6 analyze moral, ethical & legal tensions that led to creation of WV     
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